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Mobility and bonding transition of C 60 on Pd„110…
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Mobility and bonding of C60 on a Pd~110! surface were characterized by variable temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy. Following adsorption at intermediate temperatures~435–485 K! the motion of single
molecules could be directly monitored, and the corresponding tracer diffusion barrier was determined to be
(1.460.2) eV. Upon annealing to'700 K the molecules undergo an irreversible bonding transition resulting
in a second, more strongly bound C60 species with different imaging characteristics. This is attributed to a local
surface reconstruction where C60 sinks into the formed microscopic pits. The findings demonstrate that sub-
strate restructuring may account for the coexistence of distinct C60 species at surfaces.
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The interaction between C60 and surfaces has attracte
much interest in recent years, which is motivated by t
aspects. First, from a technological point of view, t
substrate-induced modification of the electronic and str
tural properties of C60 is an important question to be ad
dressed for possible future applications in molecu
electronics.1–3 Second, from a fundamental point of view, th
variety of both bond strength and bond character observe
the interaction between C60 and a substrate, ranging from
weak van der Waals type4–6 to strong chemisorption,7 is ex-
ceptional and still far from being completely understood.
particular, the growth of C60 on a multitude of different meta
surfaces was studied intensively,8–16 as recently
reviewed.17,18 On most surfaces C60 tends to form well-
ordered quasihexagonal close-packed overlayers wit
nearest-neighbor separation close to that of the van der W
bonded C60 solid. However, on some substrates two differe
C60 species were resolved by scanning tunneling microsc
~STM!.18–20 However, the origin for their different appea
ance is currently under controversial discussion and s
posed to be either an electronic effect due to different ori
tations of the C60 cages or geometrically due to a C60 induced
surface reconstruction. Even for the most extensively stud
system, i.e., C60 on Ag~001!, this issue could not be resolve
unambiguously.20,21 Strong substrate restructuring has be
found, e.g., for C60 on Ni~110! ~Ref. 10! and Au~110!.15

Despite the large number of studies on the adsorption
growth there is no detailed investigation of C60 surface dif-
fusion. The thermal motion plays a crucial role in the fil
growth and an accurate knowledge is indispensable to f
understand the ordering and interactions at surfaces. Her
report the first direct investigation, to the best of our know
edge, of C60 diffusion and aggregation at a metal surface
the single molecule level. We employed variable tempera
STM, which has proven to be a powerful tool for the dire
investigation of surface diffusion and binding characterist
of adsorbed complex molecules at metal surfaces.22–24 A
rather large energy barrier@(1.460.2) eV# and attempt fre-
quency (1014.460.4s21) for the tracer diffusion is determined
Our results furthermore reveal that C60 molecules sink into
the substrate resulting in a much higher C60-Pd coordination
upon thermal annealing.
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The experiments were performed with a home-built va
able temperature STM operational in the temperature ra
40–800 K, incorporated in a standard ultrahigh vacu
~UHV! chamber with a base pressure of'2310210mbar.
The Pd~110! crystal was prepared by cycles of argon io
sputtering ~700 eV, 4 mA/cm2! and subsequent annealin
~1000 K! resulting in large defect-free terraces of typica
1000 Å width, C60 was deposited by a convention
Knudsen-cell at background pressures of'5310210mbar.
The employed deposition rate was'131024 ML/s as cali-
brated by STM data@1 ML corresponds to one adsorbe
molecule per Pd surface atom, the dense-packed p
~physical ML! amounts to 0.12 ML~Ref. 25!#.

In Fig. 1 the thermal motion of C60 molecules and Pd
substrate atoms is visualized. The two STM images sho
have been taken at the same surface area~time lapse'1600
s! with the substrate temperature held at 437 K. They w
selected from a series of images with a respective time la
of '100 s. The arrows marked with~m! show isolated C60
molecules on a flat terrace the positions of which ha
changed. The temperature dependence of the molecular
placements has been used to determine the respective
ping rates and the energy barrier for diffusion of isolated C60.
The hopping raten at a specific temperature was obtained
determining the fraction of isolated molecules that did n
move in a certain time intervalt ~typically given by the
number of scanlines required to image C60 entirely! in an
ensemble~e.g., the entire number of single molecules in
image!. Since the probability that the adsorbate remains
mobile is given byP5exp@2nt#, the corresponding hopping
rates, i.e., those for tracer diffusion, can be extracted ea
from a statistical data analysis cf. Refs. 22, 23, and 26. D
to the anisotropy of the Pd~110! surface, where the@11̄0#
direction is oriented along close-packed Pd atomic rows@cf.
inset Fig. 1~a!# the diffusion barrier along@11̄0# is expected
to be smaller than along@001#. Indeed a close inspection o
the STM data shows that motions along the@11̄0# direction
are predominant and the hopping rate determination was
formed assuming one-dimensional motions. Neverthel
very rarely displacements in the perpendicular@001# cannot
be excluded. They are statistically insignificant. Thus
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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mobility could not be reduced strictly to one dimension,
for diffusion of metal adatoms27 or smaller molecules on th
same surface.22 This behavior is associated with the ba
shape of the C60 molecule interacting at each moment wi
an extended part of the substrates potential energy sur
The arrows marked with~c! and~d! show C60 cluster forma-
tion and dissociation, respectively. The fact that the form
tion and dissociation of C60 clusters readily takes place a
437 K signals weak lateral C60-C60 interactions, which are
presumably of the van der Waals type, as in the C60 bulk.
This is in accordance with the desorption of the multilay
C60 at 455 K.28 In contrast to integral methods the loc
information of STM offers the advantage to distinguish b
tween these different processes and allows us to gain ins
into diffusion of an isolated molecule on a flat terrace.

Diffusion rates could be successfully determined in
temperature interval 435–485 K with the instrumental a

FIG. 1. Series of STM images monitoring thermal motions
metastable C60 molecules on Pd~110! at T5437 K. The time lapse
between the two selected images from a data series monitoring
same surface area is 1600 s. Arrows indicate:~m! single C60 mono-
mers whose positions changed,~c! C60 cluster formation and~d! C60

cluster dissociation due to moving C60 molecules. The arrow in the
top left corner of the STM image marked with~Pd! indicates the
thermal motion of a monatomic substrate step. Note that two60

molecules adsorbed on the lower step edge in~a! are embedded by
the moving Pd terrace in~b! but are still bound to the lower terrace
In the inset of~a! a STM image with resolved close-packed Pd ato

rows along the@11̄0# direction of the anisotropic Pd~110! surface is
represented.
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data analysis means at hand. With higher~lower! tempera-
tures the limits in the scanning frequency~the small hopping
rates! prevent from a sound data analysis. The STM d
have been obtained in the constant current mode. It was
possible to manipulate the adsorbed molecules under
tunneling conditions, which reflects strong adsorba
substrate interactions. The diffusion measurements were
ried out with typical tunneling voltages of 1.2 V and curren
below 0.5 nA, i.e., in the high tunneling resistance regim
~.2 GV!. We also investigated the possibility of tip-induce
changes in the surface diffusitivity by performing measu
ments with different scanning frequencies and image siz
However, no modifications in the diffusion characteristi
were observed at the employed high tunneling resistan
The statistical hopping rate analysis is plotted in an Arrh
ius representation in Fig. 2. For each temperature betw
250 and 800 events have been counted. The linear fit yi
an energy barrier associated with tracer diffusion along
close-packed direction of (1.460.2) eV and a correspondin
attempt frequency of 1014.460.4s21. The rather large value fo
the diffusion barrier signals strong interactions and dir
tional bonding between the C60 carbon ring systems and th
Pd surface atoms.

It is interesting to compare these results with the behav
of another large organic molecule investigated on
Pd~110! surface, i.e., 4-@trans-2-~pyrid-4-yl-vinyl!#benzoic
acid ~PVBA!. With this species strongp bonding of the two
ring systems to Pd surface atoms enforces a flat adsorp
geometry.29 The surface diffusion of PVBA is found to b
strictly one-dimensional along the close-packed Pd trou
with an energy barrier of (0.8360.03) eV,22 significantly in-
ferior to that of C60. The stronger adsorbate-substrate int
actions for C60 than for PVBA indicate that not only the
carbon atoms of C60 closest to the surface are involved in th
bonding. Rather, even more distant C atoms are implied
the formation of the surface chemical bond. The attempt
quency for the PVBA/Pd~110! system amounts to

f

he

FIG. 2. Arrhenius plot of single molecule diffusion rates in th
temperature interval between 435 and 485 K. The linear fit gives
energy barrier for C60 tracer diffusion of (1.460.2) eV and an at-
tempt frequency of 1014.460.4s21.
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1010.360.4s21 much lower than for C60. In contrast to C60 the
lateral interactions between PVBA and Pd are negligible
the case of C60 the ball shape of the molecular geomet
provides the additional possibility of lateralp bonding to Pd.
This might also strongly modify the mechanisms involved
the thermal motion of C60 compared to that of atoms o
simple molecules, which can be rationalized as a hopp
between adjacent bonding sites. Due to the shape and
C60 can be a rolling buckyball, where high C-Pd coordinati
is retained, similar to theoretically suggested rolling motio
of nickel clusters on a Au~110! surface.30 The persistent lat-
eral p bonding might energetically favor this process@cf.
Fig. 3~b!#. The large prefactor could indeed be indicative
such a process. A rolling motion will likely be characteriz
by a rather flat potential energy surface close to the transi
state which can produce a high prefactor.31 A two-
dimensional rotation scenario has been suggested to b

FIG. 3. ~a! Pd~110! surface after evaporation of C60 at room
temperature~0.06 physical ML! followed by annealing to'700 K
and subsequent C60 evaporation at room temperature~0.03 physical
ML !. Two different molecular species are clearly discernible:
bright molecules@markedA: (5.560.2) Å high# are metastable and
convert into the dark species@markedB: (3.160.2) Å high# upon
annealing.~b! Model for the bonding configurations of metastab
and stable C60. Whereas the metastable C60 molecules ~A! are
bound on top of the unreconstructed Pd~110! surface, the stable C60

species~B! are accommodated in microscopic pits formed by
release of 8 Pd substrate atoms. The side view demonstrate
increased C-Pd coordination in the stable bonding configuratio
16140
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sponsible for the high prefactors seen in the diffusion of I19

clusters on Ir~111!.
Another notable process visualized in the two STM im

ages of Fig. 1 is the moving Pd substrate step in the up
left corner~marked by Pd!. Two C60 molecules adsorbed o
the lower step edge in~a! are embedded by moving Pd atom
in ~b!. From the height of the C60 molecules it is concluded
that they are still bound to the lower Pd terrace surface la
While stochastic step fluctuations typically occur at me
surfaces at sufficiently high thermal energies, the lateral
tachment or pinning of Pd steps by C60 molecules was found
to be characteristic with the present system. It indicates
nificant lateral attractive interactions between Pd atoms a
C60 molecules. Due to the increased molecular coordinat
to Pd surface atoms, C60 is expected to be more strongl
bound in this configuration. Cubereset al.12 reported C60

molecules on Cu~111! which have been trapped i
nanometer-sized Cu vacancies after manipulating C60 over a
step edge with a STM tip. They have still been bound to
second Cu layer below the surface.

At higher temperatures the mobility of C60 molecules
does not increase continuously, rather their bonding cha
teristics change entirely. Upon annealing C60 molecules de-
posited at room temperature to'700 K ~typically for a one
minute period!, the apparent height in the STM images d
creases substantially. This is most conspicuous in the foll
ing experiment: A small amount of C60 ~0.06 physical ML! is
evaporated on a Pd~110! surface kept at room temperatur
All C60 molecules are identically imaged and the height
determined to be (5.560.2) Å, slightly smaller than the hard
sphere diameter of C60 (7.1 Å) reflecting the different elec
tronic structure of C60 and the Pd surface. Upon annealing
'700 K, STM images taken at room temperature show ag
identical C60 molecules which are now more often found
clusters and the height has decreased to (3.160.2) Å. In the
STM image shown in Fig. 3~a! an additional small amount o
C60 ~0.03 physical ML! has been evaporated with the samp
held at room temperature. Two different molecular spec
are clearly discernible. The bright molecules are mostly i
lated at the surface whereas the majority of the dark spe
is found in clusters. Complementary x-ray photoelectron d
fraction measurements reveal that the C60 molecules remain
unaffected for annealing up to;1000 K and do not undergo
any structural changes.25 It is thus concluded that the brigh
molecules are metastable and convert into the dark spe
upon annealing. The single molecules within a C60 cluster
can be easily distinguished. The apparent molecular shap
the STM images is deformed and clusters are imaged
soap bubbles. This is not associated with a deformation
the C60 cage but rather reflecting the extension of electro
states which mediate the tunneling current. The intermole
lar distance within a C60 cluster is with about 12 Å quite
large and the strong perturbation of electron density is s
prising for the expected van der Waals interactions. The m
bility of the dark species is much lower which reflects
stronger adsorbate-substrate interaction. Determination
the energy barrier for diffusion of the dark species was i
possible in view of the clustering and instrumental limit
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tions. These results demonstrate that the transition is t
mally activated, but the detailed nature of the bond
change is still unclear. No dependency of the apparent60
molecular height and the bias voltage between25 V and15
V is found. The height difference between metastable
stable C60 amounts to 2.4 Å independent of the tunnelin
conditions. This value is close to twice a monatomic s
~1.38 Å! on the Pd~110! surface. It is thus suggested that P
atoms are released and the C60 molecules sink into the Pd
substrate in order to increase C60-Pd coordination leading to
stronger lateral interactions. This is supported by the str
lateral C60-Pd interactions inferred from the analysis of Fi
1. Due to the high mobility of Pd adatoms at elevated te
perature~'700 K! the released substrate atoms attach at s
edges.

A model for the two bonding configurations is represen
in Fig. 3~b!: The metastable C60 species is bound on top o
the unreconstructed Pd(110)(131) surface. Upon therma
activation, the stable C60 species is accommodated in a v
cancy formed by eight Pd atoms released out of the first
layers, following ideas for the substrate atomic arrangem
with C60 in microscopic pits at Au~110!.15 High temperatures
are necessary to break the Pd-Pd bonds; the correspon
energy cost is overbalanced by the gain in energy due to
newly formed C-Pd bonds. Several possible reasons exis
the small discrepancy between the expected geometric
the measured height difference: it can be related to
higher C-Pd coordination in the relaxed bonding configu
tion changing the electronic structure, to a relaxation of
substrate or to tip convolution effects. The side view dem
strates the increased C60-Pd coordination in the stable bond
ing configuration. STM measurements performed with re
lar superstructures evolving upon annealing high
n
d
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coverages25 reveal that a further species with an intermedi
STM imaging height exists and underline that the pits m
be two layers deep.

We are not aware of other organic adsorbates inducin
reconstruction of the Pd~110! surface. However, a simila
local reconstruction has been reported recently for
C60/Au~110! system, for potassium on Cu~110! ~Ref. 32! or
Ag~110!,33 and recently for a large organic molecule o
Cu~110!.24 Thermal activation is typical for adsorbate
induced reconstructions34 and the common driving force
with these systems is that the higher coordination of an
sorbate embedded in the surface layers leads to an ov
increase in bonding energy. The associated energy ba
reflects the breaking of bonds in the surface necessary
vacancy formation. Similar phenomena have been repo
on semiconductor surfaces: Yaoet al. report a physisorbed
C60 species on Si(100)(231) which becomes chemisorbe
upon annealing and appears smaller in STM images.19 They
associate the transformation with the breaking ofp bonds of
Si dimers and the covalent bonding of C60 on top of them.

In conclusion we have presented the first detailed anal
of the bonding, mobility, and interactions of C60 at a metal
surface at the single molecule level. The tracer diffusion
C60 adsorbed on the unreconstructed Pd~110! surface was
analyzed and an energy barrier of (1.460.2) eV for motions
along @11̄0# is determined. Upon annealing to'700 K the
apparent height of C60 molecules in STM decreases substa
tially and their mobility is strongly reduced. This is ascrib
to the release of substrate atoms resulting in higher C
coordination for the stable C60 species accommodated in th
formed microscopic pits. These findings demonstrate, in p
ticular, that local reconstructions may account for the co
istence of distinct C60 species at surfaces.
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